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Introduction

Turbulence plays the most important role in plasma confinement, but the complete under-

standing of its properties and mechanisms has not been reached. One of the major objectives

is to explain the rapid transition between the L-mode and the H-mode where the turbulence is

reduced. In order to study the radial and temporal dynamics of this transition with the best pos-

sible resolution microwave radar diagnostics are used on most tokamaks (ASDEX[1], TFTR[2],

JET[3], JT60[4]). In this contribution we discuss an ultra-fast swept reflectometer (UFSR) used

to measure the electron density and its fluctuation with the time resolution of 1 µs.

Ultra-fast swept reflectometer

The Figure 1 depicts a typical design of a heterodyne swept reflectometer developed at CEA.

Before launching the probing wave to the plasma at the mid-plane of the tokamak, its frequency

is multiplied by 4 and 6 in the case of V- and W-band respectively. The shift of the signal by

the carrying frequency fm ensures the good signal quality. At the end the modulation frequency

is removed and an I/Q detector is used to reconstruct the complex signal. The sweep time de-

creased to 1 µs [5] ensures to have a frozen density profile including the fluctuations over the

probing time. The X-mode polarisation provides a large radial access for central densities up to

5·1019 m−3 with a spatial resolution of a few millimeters.

The phase fluctuation give information about the turbulence level, frequency and wavenumber

spectra. The UFSR time resolution allows to reconstruct the frequency spectra up to 400 kHz

and to study fast plasma turbulent events. We have introduced a kr-dependent transfer function
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which links the phase fluctuation and the density fluctuation. The transfer function needs to be

found using a 1D full-wave propagation simulation [6]. However, it was shown that 2D effects

should be introduced [7]. The ongoing work aims to investigate these findings and integrate

turbulence maps to be coupled to 2D full-wave code for the analysis of the reflectometer data.

Figure 1: Ultra-fast swept reflectometer design

Recent experimental results

The UFSR has been installed on Tore Supra, ASDEX Upgrade and WEST tokamaks. On AS-

DEX Upgrade the UFSR has provided measurements of density evolution across major parts of

tokamak plasma radius. Thus, a series of L-H transitions has been studied with a high tempo-

ral resolution [8]. Dynamic interplay between local gradients, radial shear of the electric field,

flow velocity and turbulence has been evidenced during the I-phase [9]. The absence of the

phase shift between the turbulence and the radial electric field supports the description of the

I-phase as type III ELM-like phenomenon [8]. The precise density profile reconstruction [10],

confirmed through the cross-comparison with other diagnostics, was used for the study of the

boundary displacements due to ideal kink modes [11] and of the density curvature effect on the

plasma intrinsic rotation [12].

Figure 2: Turbulence frequency spectra in L- and H-mode

If the density profiles are reconstructed, the frequency spectra of turbulence can be interpo-

lated to the radial points of the averaged density profile. Figure 2 depicts the frequency power
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spectra of the density fluctuation. Two time windows of 12.5 ms each have been chosen to

describe the spectra modification in L-mode (left) and H-mode (right). In the pedestal region,

0.95 < ρpol < 1, during the I-phase the fluctuation amplitude decreases and the spectra become

narrower compared to the L-mode broadband turbulence due to the radial electric field shear

[8]. The asymmetries in positive and negative frequencies, spatial structures and local reduction

of fluctuation in frequency spectra [13] might indicate transport barriers or background flows

and therefore should be studied in details.

Synthetic diagnostic

The ongoing research with the ultra-fast swept reflectometer is focused on the influence of

flows on the turbulent transport in L- and H-mode. The main objective is to interpret reflec-

tometry data using a synthetic diagnostic which couples the turbulence maps resulted from the

gyrokinetic simulations with the 2D full-wave code. The 2D code has been developed and opti-

mised to the calculation speed of about 1000×1000×1000 space and time points per minute.

Figure 3: The amplitude of simulated signals for a fixed frequency of 65 GHz (blue) and for a sweep of

65-65.5 GHz (black), including the source (t < 2500) and both the source and the reflection (t > 2500)

The code exploits the Yee discrete scheme of the Finite-Difference Time-Domain method

[14] for the propagation of an X-mode electromagnetic wave in 2D. Absorbing boundaries were

implemented to avoid parasitic reflections. The probing wave emission simulates the realistic

antenna radiation pattern of a Gaussian beam. At each time step, the source beam is added to

the calculated field forming a soft source. The phase and the amplitude of the reflectometer

signal are extracted from the field value in the centre of the source. The comparison between a

simulated Gaussian beam and an analytical solution in the vacuum gives a precision of 1%.

In order to reduce the calculation time, a sweep of the wave frequency was introduced. How-

ever, the Yee scheme method diverges in this case and the amplitude of the reflected signal

(Fig. 3, black) is unstable even for a linear density profile without fluctuation. For a fixed fre-

quency (Fig. 3, blue), the amplitude starts to diverge after 25000 time steps. The turbulence
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maps were constructed from the results of the GYSELA simulations [15] and implemented into

the 2D full-wave code through HDF5 files. Considering the method’s stability, it was chosen to

use parallel calculation of the reflected signal for a set of fixed frequencies and turbulence map.

The comparison of the simulated signals with experimental data is ongoing.

Conclusions

First studies of the electron density and density fluctuations dynamics during L-H transitions

in ASDEX Upgrade have been performed with a time resolution of 1 µs using 1D wave prop-

agation simulation. In order to interpret UFSR data, the 2D full-wave code is developed and

coupled with GYSELA turbulence simulations. The code efficiency has been proved in terms

of propagation, boundary absorption and cutoff reflection. The UFSR synthetic diagnostic is

optimised for the further data analysis of various turbulence scenarios in ASDEX Upgrade and

WEST tokamaks and its comparison with GYSELA and GENE results.
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